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 Cognitive radio is an intelligent radio wireless communication technology in order to increase the spectrum efficiency. 

Spectrum sensing used to detect the presence of the primary users in a licensed spectrum, which is a fundamental problem for 

cognitive radio. Increasing efficiency of the spectrum usage is an urgent due to increasing demand for higher data rates, better 

quality of services and higher capacity. Cognitive radios (CRs) have been proposed as a possible solution to improve spectrum 

utilization by enabling opportunistic spectrum sharing. The main requirement for allowing CRs to use licensed spectrum on a 

secondary basis is not causing interference to primary users. Spectrum sensing allows cognitive users to autonomously identify 

unused portions of the radio spectrum, and thus avoid interference to primary users. In this work, matched filter detection 

technique is considered for spectrum sensing, and the performance evaluation of the same is presented.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 The use of smart devices has exponentially increased 

over the last decade, which resulted in an increase of 

spectrum channels demand. However, radio spectrum is 

a finite resource. Some channels are highly used while 

other are sparsely used which caused a great spectrum 

scarcity. Studies have shown that there is significant 

scope of improving spectrum utilization. One of the 

solutions proposed to address the spectrum scarcity 

problem is cognitive radio. This technology allows 

unlicensed users, secondary users (SU), to use the radio 

spectrum channels allocated to licensed users, primary 

users (PU), when the channels are temporally not being 

utilized by the PUs. According to Mitola, cognitive radio 

is an intelligent radio frequency transmitter/receiver 

designed to detect available channels in a wireless 

spectrum and change transmission parameters enabling 

more communications and improving radio operating 

behavior. One of the most important challenges for 

cognitive radio systems is the detection of licensed users. 

So, we need spectrum sensing techniques that enables the 

CR to adapt to its environment by detecting spectrum 

holes. 

 Cognitive radio, originally proposed as a promising 

technology to avoid the under-utilization of the wireless 

spectrum by dynamic access of available spectral 

opportunities. In cognitive radio terminology, primary 

user is defined as the licensed or authorized owners of a 

given frequency band, which has a higher priority of 

using the spectrum band. On the other hand, cognitive 

user is defined as the unlicensed or secondary user that is 

allowed to opportunistically use the spectrum band 

when the primary user is absent and has a lower priority 
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on the usage of the spectrum. According to the FCC, the 

term cognitive radio can be defined as follows: 

“A radio or system that senses its operational 

electromagnetic environment and can dynamically and 

autonomously adjust its radio operating parameters to 

modify system operation, such as maximize 

throughput, mitigateinterference, facilitate 

interoperability.” 

 Based on this definition, the two main characteristics of 

a cognitive radio that distinguish it from conventional 

radio devices are cognitive capability and 

reconfigurability. The cognitive capability of a cognitive 

radio refers to the cognitive radio’s ability to sense and 

capture the information from the surrounding radio 

environment. This allows the cognitive user to be aware 

of the transmitted waveform, radio frequency (RF) 

spectrum, geographical information and subsequently 

analyze the gathered information to identify any unused 

spectrum at a specific time and location that could be 

exploited. With this capability, the cognitive radio can 

then determine the appropriate operating parameters, 

the best transmission strategy to employ and the best 

available spectrum. The second key feature of a cognitive 

radio that distinguishes it from a traditional radio is 

reconfigurability. Reconfigurability refers to the ability of 

a cognitive radio to intelligently adapt to the radio 

environment by adjusting its operating parameters 

according to the sensed environment variations in order 

to achieve the optimal performance. For example, since 

the radio environment keeps changing due to the 

primary user starting and completing transmissions, 

there are changes in the frequency of the spectrum holes. 

Therefore, a cognitive user equipped with cognitive radio 

capabilities must be able to re-tune its transmitting 

frequencies when the frequencies of the available 

spectrum band change. This is important in order to 

exploit the unused spectrum. 

The cognitive radio tasks as well as its interaction with 

the radio environment are illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Fig-1: Cognitive cycle 

As can be seen from Figure-1, the cognitive cycle consists 

of three major components which are spectrum sensing, 

spectrum analysis and spectrum decision. 

• Spectrum sensing: In spectrum sensing, a cognitive 

radio observes the frequency band and gathers necessary 

information regarding its surrounding radio 

environment. Based on the information captured, the 

cognitive radio is then able to detect any spectrum holes. 

• Spectrum Analysis: Once spectrum holes are detected 

using spectrum sensing, each of the spectrum bands is 

characterized based on the local observation of the 

cognitive radio as well as the statistical information of the 

primary user network.  

• Spectrum Decision: Based on the spectrum analysis, 

the cognitive radio determines the operating parameters 

such as the data rate, the transmission mode and the 

bandwidth available for the transmission. The most 

appropriate spectrum band is selected based on the 

spectrum band characterization and the user 

requirements. 

2. SPECTRUM SENSING 

Spectrum Sensing is defined as the task of finding 

spectrum holes by sensing the radio spectrum in the local 

neighborhood of the cognitive radio receiver in an 

unsupervised manner. 

A number of schemes have been developed for 

detecting the presence of primary user in a particular 

frequency band. The various spectrum sensing 
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techniques were proposed to identify the presence of 

primary user signal and if the primary user is absent then 

the spectrum will be allocated to the secondary user. The 

most popular spectrum sensing techniques are classified 

under three major categories non-Cooperative detection, 

Cooperative detection and Interference based detection. 

Most commonly used spectrum sensing methods are 

• Energy Detection 

• Matched Filter Detection 

• Cyclo-stationary Feature Detector 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

One of the most important challenges for cognitive 

radio systems is the detection of licensed users. So, we 

need spectrum sensing techniques that enables the CR to 

adapt to its environment by detecting spectrum holes. 

This model shown in Fig-2 was used for all techniques; 

for each technique we changed the spectrum sensing 

method block. 

 

Fig-2: General model of spectrum sensing 

The signal y(n) is passed through the spectrum sensing 

detector and the resultant detector signal T is compared 

with the threshold. If the detector signal T is greater than 

or equal to threshold then it indicates that the PU signal 

is present or else, we consider that PU is absent.It's freely 

offered and enclosed by default with several LINUX 

distributions, and is additionally offered for Windows as 

an element of the Xpdf Windows port. Such text 

extraction is sophisticated as PDF files are internally 

designed on page drawing primitives, which means the 

boundaries between words and paragraphs are often 

inferred to support their position on the page. 

Here the threshold is estimated dynamically at each 

iteration. As long as primary user signal is absent, the 

secondary user can use the vacant spectrum. 

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE MATCHED 

FILTER 

The decision making on whether the signal is present or 

not can be facilitated if we pass the signal through a filter, 

which will accentuate the useful signal sig(t) and 

suppress the noise w(t) at the same time. Such a filter 

which will peak out the signal component at some instant 

and suppress the noise amplitude at the same time has to 

be designed. This will give a sharp contrast between the 

signal and the noise, and if the signal sig(t) is present, the 

output will appear to have a large peak at this instant. If 

the signal is absent at this instant, no such peak will 

appear. This arrangement will make it possible to decide 

whether the signal is present or absent with minimum 

probability of error. 

Main purpose of the Matched filter is, to decrease the 

noise component and to increase the signal component at 

the same instant. This is obviously equivalent to 

maximizing the signal amplitude to the noise amplitude 

ratio at some instant at the output. It proves more 

convenient if we go for square of amplitudes. Hence the 

matched filter is designed in such a way that it will 

maximize the ratio of the square of signal amplitude to 

the square of the noise amplitude. 

The performance of the CR is evaluated in terms of the 

probability of detection. This filter will give a sharp 

contrast between the signal and the noise. Thus, this 

technique gives high SNR at the output. 

The objective of Matched Filtering is to maximize the 

Probability of detection. To sense primary user, matched 

filter-based likelihood ratio test is introduced. Consider a 

signal model, having binary hypotheses H0 and H1 to 

represent the presence of radio signal. 

Under binary hypothesis H0, signal model is 

x(n) = w(n) 

Under hypothesis H1, signal model is 

x(n) = s(n)+w(n) 

where x(n) is received signal, s(n) is primary user signal, 

typically binary phase shift keyed signal follows the 

Gaussian distribution. w (n) is the Gaussian noise signal 

with a zero mean. 

𝑷𝑫  (Probability of detection): Probability of deciding 

𝐻
1 

 when 𝐻
1 

 is true. 

𝑃𝐷 = 𝑄  
𝛾 − 𝐸

𝜎 𝐸
  

𝑷𝑭𝑨 (Probability of False Alarm): Probability of deciding 

𝐻
1 

 when 𝐻
0 

 is true. 

𝑃𝐹𝐴 = 𝑄  
𝛾

𝜎 𝐸
  

𝛾   = 𝑄−1 𝑃𝐹𝐴 𝜎 𝐸 
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where ‘E’ is the primary user signal energy, ′𝛾′ is the 

threshold and ‘σ’ is the variance of the signal. 

 

5. RECEIVER OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC 

CURVES AND PRACTICAL OUTCOMES 

The interdependence between the probability of signal 

detection and the false alarm probability has been mostly 

expressed through receiver operating characteristic 

(ROC) curves. The different spaces above and below the 

diagonal (also known as the line of no-discrimination) 

identify the quality of Matched Filter. If the Matched 

Filter process can be expressed as the line of no 

discrimination, this means that the quality of the 

Matched Filter process corresponds to a random guess. 

Generally, the ROC space above the diagonal represents 

good detection results (better than random) while the 

space below the diagonal line represents poor MFD 

(worse than random). Hence, the Matched Filter will be 

less accurate if the curve is closer to the 45-degree 

diagonal of the ROC space. 

The area under the curve is also a measure of the 

detection accuracy. A larger area under the curve means 

that there is better Matched Filter accuracy and vice 

versa. 

 

Fig-3: Pfa vs Pd 

Practical Outcomes 

The following diagram makes it easier to understand 

how we proceed. 

 

Fig-4: SNR vs Probability of detection 

 

Fig-5: Probability of False Alarm vs Probability of 

detection 

 

6. FUTURE SCOPE AND CONCLUSION 

The efficiency and sensitivity of detection rapidly 

decrease with rising in average fluctuation of noise 

power and gets worst in low SNR, but can be improved 

increasing the threshold factor. As we can see from the 

Fig 3 that the area of the curve which has the SNR of 

-10dB is small when compared to area of the curve with 

SNR 5dB. From this it can be concurred that the 

probability of detection with high SNR value is good in 

contrast with low SNR values. Hence the Matched Filter 

spectrum sensing technique is more effective than other 

spectrum sensing techniques. 
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